
White Paper: The Use of Pattern of Life Analysis within Hospitality

Introduction

Pattern of life analysis (POLA) is a technique for identifying and analyzing patterns in
behavior. POLA can be used to understand the current state of an entity, detect
anomalies, and predict future behavior.

POLA can be used in the hospitality industry in a number of ways to improve the
customer experience, optimize operations, and increase revenue.

Use-Case Examples

Here are some specific use-case examples of how POLA can be used in the hospitality
industry:

● Personalizing the customer experience: POLA can be used to personalize the
customer experience by tailoring recommendations and offers to individual
customers based on their past behavior. For example, a hotel could use POLA to
recommend restaurants to guests based on their dining preferences or to offer
discounts on activities that guests have previously expressed interest in.

● Predicting customer demand: POLA can be used to predict customer demand
for rooms, services, and amenities. This information can be used to optimize
inventory levels, staffing levels, and pricing strategies. For example, a hotel
could use POLA to predict how many rooms will be booked on a given night and
adjust its rates accordingly.

● Identifying opportunities for upselling and cross-selling: POLA can be used to
identify opportunities for upselling and cross-selling to customers. For example,
a hotel could use POLA to identify guests who are likely to be interested in
upgrading their room or purchasing additional services such as spa treatments
or airport transfers.

● Preventing customer churn: POLA can be used to identify customers who are at
risk of churning and to develop strategies to retain them. For example, a hotel
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could use POLA to identify guests who have not stayed at the hotel in a while
and offer them special incentives to return.

Benefits of Using POLA in Hospitality

There are a number of benefits to using POLA in the hospitality industry, including:

● Improved customer satisfaction: POLA can be used to improve customer
satisfaction by personalizing the customer experience and providing customers
with what they want, when they want it.

● Increased revenue: POLA can be used to increase revenue by predicting
customer demand and identifying opportunities for upselling and cross-selling to
customers.

● Optimized operations: POLA can be used to optimize operations by reducing
waste and improving efficiency.

Challenges of Using POLA in Hospitality

There are also some challenges associated with using POLA in the hospitality industry,
including:

● Data collection: POLA systems require a large amount of data to be effective. It
can be difficult and expensive to collect this data.

● Data quality: The accuracy and reliability of the data used by POLA systems is
critical to the effectiveness of the systems. It is important to ensure that the data
is collected and processed in a way that ensures its accuracy and reliability.

● Privacy: POLA systems collect sensitive data about customers, which raises
privacy concerns. It is important to implement appropriate privacy safeguards to
protect the privacy of customers.

● Transparency: It is important to be transparent about the use of POLA systems.
This includes informing customers about how the systems work and what data
is collected.

Conclusion
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POLA is a powerful tool that can be used in the hospitality industry to improve the
customer experience, optimize operations, and increase revenue. However, it is
important to be aware of the challenges associated with using POLA and to take steps
to mitigate these challenges.

Recommendations

Here are some recommendations for hospitality businesses that are considering using
POLA:

● Start with a clear understanding of your goals. What do you hope to achieve by
using POLA? Once you have a clear understanding of your goals, you can start
to collect the data that you need and to develop a POLA strategy that is tailored
to your specific needs.

● Invest in a robust data collection and analytics platform. A good POLA platform
will be able to collect and analyze data from a variety of sources, including
customer records, social media, and point-of-sale systems.

● Implement appropriate privacy safeguards. It is important to implement
appropriate privacy safeguards to protect the privacy of customers. This
includes obtaining consent from customers before collecting their data and
limiting the use of data to the purposes for which it was collected.

● Be transparent about the use of POLA. It is important to be transparent about
the use of POLA systems. This includes informing customers about how the
systems work and what data is collected.

By following these recommendations, hospitality businesses can use POLA to improve
their operations and deliver a better customer experience.
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